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Saskatchewan: Geographic Perspectives is Saskatchewan’s first comprehensive geography textbook. Eighteen chapters provide an excellent overview of the province from a variety of geographic perspectives, while twenty-nine focus studies explore specific topics in depth. Designed for use in post-secondary geography programs, this book is also appropriate for high school research projects and for the general public. Included are more than 150 figures (maps, charts, illustrations, photographs), 70 tables, and over 60 full-colour plates.

Chapter headings include:
- Geology and Geomorphology
- Climate and Weather
- Hydrology and Water Resources
- Natural Vegetation
- Aboriginal Peoples from the Ice Age to 1870
- Settlement Evolution since the Late Nineteenth Century
- Cultural Landscapes
- Protected Areas, Conservation and Representation
- Change and Diversity in Saskatchewan’s Population
- Aboriginal People Today
- Selected Aspects of Political Geography
- Rural Settlements
- Urban Geography
- Agriculture
- Earth Resources: Energy and Mining
- Renewable Resource Use
- An Economy in Transition
- Transportation
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